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In t roduct ionIntroduct ionIntroduct ionIntroduct ionIntroduct ion
We in the legal profession are a mass of squirming appetites.
We are selfish, greedy, prone to superior complexes, a closed
shop that is intolerant of descent from within, and denialists. I
am here talking principally of the organised Bar and secondarily
of the organised attorneys’ profession. Let me explain.

Access to justice in commercial mattersAccess to justice in commercial mattersAccess to justice in commercial mattersAccess to justice in commercial mattersAccess to justice in commercial matters
In a recent law conference in pristine Franschhoek one of the
topics for debate was ‘Access to Justice.’ In that context mediation
and arbitration came up. At least two speakers pointed out that
in South Africa a worrying trend has developed in recent years
where our courts (from the High Court to the Supreme Court of
Appeal) tend to deal increasingly less with commercial cases
and tend to be occupied more with review applications and
generally matters of public law. It was intimated that this is owed
in part to a perception that judges who have been appointed in
recent years ‘don’t know what they are doing’ when deciding
commercial cases.1 The result is that arbitration of commercial
disputes has developed as a parallel system to the courts.

Well, in my usual tradition of not referring to a shovel as
‘that thing used to till the soil,’ I identified those amorphous
recent appointees to the Bench as blacks and women, thereby
laying a foundation for my proposition which did not seem to
attract much response – for or against. Let me say it again.

Although the speakers at the conference did not express the
view that the burgeoning commercial arbitration system has
developed as an alternative to the High Court because those
courts are largely populated by black and women judges who
are perceived not to know what they are doing, I believe that is
precisely the reason for the diminishing number of commercial
cases from High Court rolls. Of course we deny it, because no-
one can prove it. Just as no-one these days supported apartheid
(because no-one can prove it) no-one believes that black and
women judges who have no commercial experience are in-
competent in commercial litigation.

I believe the profession must confront this elephant in the
room. Access to justice in commercial matters will remain a
hypocritical cant until we do.

The perception is more sinister than mere lackThe perception is more sinister than mere lackThe perception is more sinister than mere lackThe perception is more sinister than mere lackThe perception is more sinister than mere lack
of experienceof experienceof experienceof experienceof experience
Meaning well, a justice of the Supreme Court of Appeal suggested
to me privately that perhaps black advocates and women should
spend some time in large commercial firms gaining commercial
experience before venturing to the Bar. That way, no-one can

validly refuse to brief them for lacking commercial experience.
This is a useful suggestion.

But the problem with the legal profession is not the absence
of commercial experience among black and women advocates.
It is rather the strong prejudice that blackness and womanhood
at the Bar equates automatically with incompetence in commercial
matters. This prejudice then dogs black and women lawyers to
the Bench, resulting in white attorneys and their white male counsel
diverting commercial cases to arbitration (chaired invariably by
white male senior advocates or white male retired judges) so as
to avoid drawing a black or woman judge to hear the case in
the High Court, since there are now considerably more chances
of a case being heard by either than there were some 20 years
ago.

The inevitable result is that commercial law remains stagnant
since the law reports will contain little or no judicial pro-
nouncements on commercial principles of recent development.
Law journals will have little or no academic treatment of such
commercial principles. Law students will learn nothing from
arbitrated commercial disputes because of the confidential and
private nature of the process. Our body of commercial law will
sink deeper and deeper into the dark ages, just because an
increasing number of white male advocates and attorneys cannot
trust black and women judges in the High Court with commercial
matters, believing them to be incompetent in these matters.

Debunking the perceptionDebunking the perceptionDebunking the perceptionDebunking the perceptionDebunking the perception
It has often been said that the reason for the burgeoning
arbitration system is lack of commercial experience on the Bench,
a finger being pointed firmly at ‘affirmative appointments’ to the
Bench.

This is a red herring. The true reason is racism and sexism.
I can best illustrate this by reference to myself.2

I have always had a keen interest in commercial law,
particularly income tax, insolvency law, company law, and in-
surance law. As a law student at UCT, I took up all tax-related
courses on offer as optional courses. These included Revenue
Law, Tax Planning and Estate Planning. I then proceeded to do
a Post-Graduate Diploma in Tax Law and a Masters degree in
Income Tax – all at UCT.3

Immediately upon completing my LLB degree at UCT I joined
a large commercial law firm for articles of clerkship in 1993. For
the next two years there I had little interest in magistrates’ courts
and generally public law and I made my preference known. I
was then exposed to urgent liquidation applications, working
under a demanding task-master who cared little about your
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transport problems and expected his charges to jump at any
time of day (or night) when his impatient call came.4

I read and studied every commercial pleading I could lay my
hands on, routinely taking at least two hours to deliver a brief to
counsel just a couple of hundred meters away. I delivered no
commercial brief (whether urgent or not) without first reading it,
and always had a view when I did eventually deliver it to counsel.

I wrote and published numerous articles including on section
38 of the then Companies Act, 1973, the rule in Foss v Harbottle,
set-off of assessed losses in Income Tax, the deductibility of
defalcations for income tax purposes, etc. That was between
1993 and 1995. I was an articled clerk!

I then did my pupillage5 in 1995 and worked for an insurance
company to learn about insurance products and the law
governing them. That is where I learned about pension funds
and retirement annuities. I continued to research and write ex-
tensively on insurance and tax law under the keen eyes of industry
sages, Messrs Rod Stevenson and Melvyn Hendrikse.

My writings on income tax and company law were published
widely in industry journals and law journals like the SA Mercantile
Law Journal, the SALJ and Juta’s Business Law. Some of them
have been cited as authority in court judgments and by aca-
demics.

When I had saved enough money, I joined the Cape Bar in
1997, becoming the treasurer of the Bar Council and my group6

in 1998, and working as a junior with some of the most ce-
lebrated silks in the country, learning as much as I could from
them.

I was also recommended by my Bar to serve as chair of the
Special Board for Hearing Income Tax Appeals. I served there
for four years, handing down numerous tax judgments. Some
of them were reported in the Income Tax reports. None have
been set aside on appeal.

In 2002 I moved up to Johannesburg and worked for the
Asset Forfeiture Unit litigating on commercial crimes. From there
I moved to the Pension Funds Adjudicator office in 2004 where
I dealt with commercial matters exclusively. These included
principles not only of pension law but also insurance law, income
tax and company law.

In 2007 I came back to the Bar in Johannesburg and almost
immediately received an invitation to act as a judge in the Labour
Court and subsequently in the Johannesburg High Court. As
an acting judge in the High Court I dealt mostly with commercial
matters (opposed motions) ranging from contract to delict. I sat
in full Bench civil appeals with two of the most senior judges in
the Johannesburg High Court, one of whom has recently retired.
I wrote full Bench appeal judgments in which both concurred.
None of my High Court judgments have been set aside on
appeal.7

Despite all this experience, I have only ever received one
commercial brief from a commercial law firm (at the beginning
of this year) – and it is an arbitration brief. When my silk appli-
cation came up, some of my senior colleagues (white males)
expressed some reservation saying simply ‘not known’!8

With this sort of extensive experience, and judging by the
relatively lesser experience that many of my white male peers
have had in commercial matters, I have little doubt that my race
is the only reason for the dearth of commercial briefs in my
practice. Very few (if any) very successful white male colleagues
can lay claim to the experience I have had over the last 15 years.

That is the elephant in the room.
The reason there is a developing arbitration system on

commercial matters is because white male colleagues at the Bar
and their instructing male white attorneys believe black and
women judges in the High Court are incompetent by reason
only of their race and gender. That belief is fed by the fact that
black and women practitioners largely do very little if any com-
mercial work in practice.

The reason for that is the fact that attorneys (largely white
males) do not believe that black and women advocates can do
the job.

What feeds that perception can only be prejudice – pure and
simple. If that were not so I should have been up to my ears with
commercial briefs.

There must be more other black advocates and women whose
experience qualifies them for commercial briefs. That they are
not even considered either as juniors to ‘the usual suspects’ or
on their own is a serious indictment on senior colleagues and
the attorneys’ profession. Yet we advance lack of commercial
experience on the High Court Bench for running a parallel com-
mercial arbitration process that renders the development of our
commercial law all but doomed. Where is the experience to come
from if attorneys do not brief women and black advocates in
these matters?

Some senior members of the Bar argue that the Bar does its
bit to capacitate black and women members. They say the Bar
provides advocacy training and workshops. But how many
workshops must we have before realising that this is a cop-out?
At some stage, the student must go out in the world and apply
what he or she has learned. Perpetual training will not make
him a better advocate.

Let us stop kidding ourselves. We are a racist and sexist lot
that is intolerant of descent.

The backlash that this piece will engender will confirm it. We
tolerate each other, serving side by side at Bar Councils but
representing either diametrically opposed interests or the interests
of the majority to which some of us have been co-opted. It has
all become rather farcical.

This is not a plea for commercial briefs. That time passed
long ago. It is not a call to arms either. What it is, is a mirror for
us all to stand there and be disgusted with what we see. What
each of us then does about the reflection of ourselves in the
mirror is a personal choice.

EndnotesEndno tesEndno tesEndno tesEndno tes
1 I hasten to add that the speakers did not say they believe this perception to be true.
2 Lest I be misunderstood, let me make it quite plain that I do not believe I am

invincible. My arguments have been found wanting before and no doubt will be
found wanting again in cases that I do as counsel. But this is not peculiar to me.
Every member of the Bar has the same experience – Black and White, man and
woman. The only difference is the degree to which one’s arguments are found
wanting relative to those of colleagues. At the risk of sounding pompous, I have
since 1997 when I joined the Bar won far more cases than I have lost for my
clients.

3 Not some university of dubious reputation.
4 Thank heavens cellphones were only beginning to emerge as an indispensable

tool in the country in 1993 and 1994, and one could pretend not to be home when
SK rang.

5 The period of pupillage was then 4 months.
6 Or my ‘floor’ in the Cape’s language. We did not have ‘groups’ then.
7 Only one (out of more than 20) of my reported labour court judgments has

recently been set aside by the LAC
8 The Silk Committee, comprising black and white colleagues (but not a single

woman), had better sense.
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